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Overview
This 'Learn at Lunch' session held on 29 September 2020 and was entitled 'Mental Wealth'. The session was facilitated
Dr Andy Cope from the Art of Brilliance. Clinical Audit Support Centre Ltd co-Directors, Stephen Ashmore and Tracy
Ruthven hosted the event. A total of 206 learners signed up to the session with a peak of 127 in attendance.

Andy's talk
Andy's talk focused on the current pandemic and the fact that many people have been struggling with low energy
levels. His talk examined positive psychology and highlighted the importance of staying positive. He examined what
the two-percenters do that other people don't and looked at the mood hoovers who try and bring us down to their level.
He ended by looking at what makes teams world-class. Throughout his talk, Andy used the chat function to get people
to engage and give feedback. See below.
Question: what is the best thing to come out of lockdown?
Less / no traffic on the roads
Spent more time with my family
My allotment looks amazing
Time to stop, reflect and appreciate the small things in life
Working from home, not doing an 84-mile commute to work every day
More time to go running
I have managed to cook 'proper' meals
Spending time with my dog
Being at home in the day so able to actually get lunch
Learning about African History
Realising that spending time alone can be soothing and beneficial
Learning to do nothing at weekends
Being able to go for a walk with my husband every day
The community vibe
Having time to get and train a puppy
Spending more time in the garden and growing more vegetables
No parking stress
Not having to put up with the office politics
Discovering new local trails for walking and cycling
Getting some decorating done
Making cakes
Getting to know my neighbours
The lack of football on TV
Team working has changed for the better
Able to take the kids to school and pick them up
Easier to save money
Starting new skills: baking and art.
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Comments via chat

As part of our learn at lunch sessions we encourage participants to use the chat function to raise questions, share
experiences and discuss key issues. This session generated lots and lots of comments, particularly at the end in
response to Andy's talk.
Brilliant, love it thank you
A tonic, thank you
Great, I really enjoyed that
Thank you, I really enjoyed that, very uplifting
This has been the fourth time hearing Andy and its a real tonic! I love sharing your events with my team
Thank you, really livened up the day!
Thanks for the useful and insightful session with some easy to digest key messages
I have really enjoyed this session
This has been great, thank you so much
Thank you for a tremendous session
Thank you. Loved it!
Thank you so much. Brought a smile to my face for most of the hour
Thanks very much - brilliant as usual!
Thanks Andy, your enthusiasm is infectious
Great session! Really informative and good points to take away
Thank you. I will be recommending these sessions
Thank you. I popped into this on my day off for some extra positivity!
Lovely and very encouraging. So many difficult things going on in the world just now so thank you so much
I'd love to share this with my team. The mood hoovers have made the environment very toxic
Fab session, going to try for that 2%
I really enjoyed that Andy, a very refreshing talk
Thank you! Really interesting and engaging. Food for thought
A great session! A very informative and engaging presenter and also wonderful content that is very useful
Fantastic session, thank you!
Thank you so much... really enjoyed this and a lot for thought.
Excellent session - thank you!
Brilliant session - thank you!!
Listened to Andy for the second time and really enjoyed it again
Thanks - a great session which has given me a great boost
Thank you CASC for organising this session
Thank you it has been a great lunchtime
Andy is a polar opposite of a dementor. Fabulous session. Glad I enjoyed on my day off!
Thanks CASC. These sessions are invaluable. The last two guest speakers have both been superb. Please keep
these sessions coming. Absolutely inspiring
Love the community feel to these lunchtime talks. I feel part of a bigger team sharing our problems, challenges
and experiences.
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Feedback from participants
After the course we sent out a short SurveyMonkey questionnaire to gauge feedback and a total of 74 responses
were received. Feedback was mainly qualitative text comments, with one quantitative question. We have shared
some of the most interesting free-text comments below in the exact format given. Note: all feedback is anonymous.
How would you rate today's meeting? 10 = very good, 1 = very poor (n=74)
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What did you like most about today's meeting?
Very useful session that made me reflect not only on how I behave but also on people around me
Really positive session and well worked on zoom
The presenter - so happy and enthusiastic. Smiled all the way through. Loved the mood hoover analogy
It was positive, upbeat and re-charging. I learnt more about positive psychology
A chance to smile! Relax and think about acting in a positive way and getting myself into the top 2%
Very upbeat, just what is needed at this time
Captivating and engaging meeting
I felt like I learned something new. Andy was an engaging speaker
Lots of good ideas, well-presented with lots of humour and examples
Entertaining and interesting - the time just flew by!
Kept to time, few slides, good virtual engagement across 120+ attendees
It was nice to re-set and be amongst fellow clinical audit people and two-percenters
Great speaker on an important topic affecting everyone! A fun lunchtime talk providing lots of 'food for thought'
Andy is a fabulous positive presenter who makes you feel good
Andy is clearly positive and passionate about positivity and that showed.
How could our future meetings be improved?
Give us lots of notice of the upcoming sessions
Possibly a little shorter: 30-45 minutes
Longer sessions
More time at the end for Q&A
More tips, how to achieve more perhaps with colleagues and service users
I'd have preferred less swearing
Keep doing what you are doing
Keep them coming as they are.
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